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House of Electronic Arts

Keiken x obso1337 in collaboration with Ryan Vautier,
Sakeema Crook, Khidja, Crypto Keeper, Wisdoms for Love 3.0, 2021
Installation view, House of Electronic Arts, 2021
Yang’s (*1984) prodigious and infinitely
confounding video game installation,
The Great Adventure of Material World
(2019), where the virtual is proposed as
the ground of nature and not a constant
de-settling of it. We only get to the material world by watching classic anime
characters pontificate about the reality
of experience. The game is not an
escape from offline life, but an intensification of its contradictions, never
anchoring one foot on terra firma.
I laughed out loud at the pithy

observations of Lu’s dramatis personae,
imagining that there is no genuine
moment of reflection that has not been
pre-programmed, taking quasi-philosophical investigation into spaces usually
devoted to play. The quick cuts and multiple layers reinforced this bewilderment,
and I could not help but share a feeling of
empathy or commiseration at these poor
superbeings striving for profundity.
Something similar took place,
albeit with a completely different set of
provocations, in Leo Castañeda’s

Theo Triantafyllidis, Pastoral, 2019
Video game (screenshot)
(*1988) Levels and Bosses (2017–21),
in which the Miami-based artist
brought the environment of the gamer
into the exhibition space, complete
with custom- made chairs, controllers,
wallpaper, lamps, and even a painting,
all in the scheme of the black and
white of the attendant video. Like Lu,
Castañeda built out from the architecture of the game, designing an IRL
experience adapted from the non-IRL.

Lawrence Lek, Nøtel, 2016–
Video game (screenshot)

There was enough to look at, but the
scene was notably missing mom’s basement and the endless supply of Doritos
and Red Bull. The second line (alienation emerging from viewer queries)
was articulated with pitch-perfect
irony and subtle jabs by the Berlin/
London collective Keiken’s Wisdoms
for Love 3.0 (2021), produced in collaboration with obso1337, Ryan Vautier,
Sakeema Crook, and Khidja. There, a
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Lu Yang, The Great Adventure of Material World, 2019
Video game (screenshot)
Courtesy: the artist and Sadie Coles HQ, London

Gaming is what you do when you
should be doing something else. How
such behaviour and its interfaces can
be “radical” today is the challenge that
House of Electronic Arts’ (HEK) Boris
Magrini set for himself with a group
show consisting of works by fifteen different artists that run the gamut from
VR goggles to live Instagram feeds, virtual sex clubs to non-binary superheroes. Some artists highlight the
always strange nature of putting gaming into the exhibition environment,
while others choose to ignore the contextual constraints altogether, for better or worse. Programmers have definitely become the new studio
assistants, realising with their expertise technological feats that their customers (artists) are only capable of
imagining. This labouring class, if
you’re partial to the language of political economy, is rife with contradiction
and still mired (like their industrial
predecessors) in work that operates
beneath or between the means of production. I mention this only to point
out that under the banner of putative
radicality, this is never addressed in
the show. In other words, how to reimagine the category of both gaming and
the radical in the era of the infinitely
programmable?
Many approaches emerge
throughout the exhibition, some of
which tickle our inner geek, while others are as alienating as labour itself.
Two lines in particular stand out as possible ways through and forward, moving both with and against the strictures
imposed by screens and code. The first
was epitomised by Shanghai-based Lu
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“Radical Gaming:
Immersion, Simulation,
Subversion”
House of Electronic Arts
2 Sep – 14 Nov 2021

Courtesy: the artist and The Breeder Gallery, Athens

New Levels,
New Devils

giant rectangular pool was installed,
all in black, picking up reflections
from the environment around as well
as the interactive game projected on a
screen behind it. Prompts and questions were given on an iPad, which
participants had to kneel in front of in
order to get the results of their queries.
The scene was a scopophilic wonderland, in which those of us fond of
watching could effectively join in on
someone else’s discovery of these supposed “love wisdoms”. What made this
approach stand out was the impossible
circular logic of the piece – watching,
being watched, participating, notparticipating. I thought better of using
the old chestnut of the Klein group
from Rosalind Krauss, but could one
transpose it onto Wisdoms for Love
3.0: “Gaming in the Expanded Field”?
It is hard to know if this is radical in any prior sense of the word, but
I felt comfortable in my discomfort, an
unhappy consciousness. You can game
without gaming, and this is perhaps
the most radical gesture of all.
Colin Lang

